Rio Olympics 2016
It’s 2016, and you know what that means? It’s Olympic year! London 2012 seeming like a lifetime ago and a new
generation of athletes are preparing to compete in the ultimate sporting event. It is time for us to cheer on Team GB
and support our athletes. But how much of a chance do our athletes have?
In 2012 Team GB set a record haul of 65 medals, something that will be a huge challenge to improve upon.
Judging from the fact that no host country has ever done better at the next Summer Games in the history of the modern
Olympics, it seems to be an almost impossible challenge. In Rio Team GB are predicted to win 48 medals, which is no
mean feat, and to finish fifth in the medal tables. Who will win what and who are Team GB’s best Gold medal
hopefuls?
Gold Medals
Athletics

2012: 4 Gold Medals

2016: Predicted 4 Gold Medals

Mo Farah is set to continue his Olympic dominance after winning
the gold medal in both the 5000m and 10000m at London 2012.
He is tipped as the favourite to repeat the double this year, despite
not performing to his usual standard over the past year. Jessica
Ennis-Hill and Greg Rutherford are also expected to retain their
gold medals in the heptathlon and long jump respectively.
Cycling

2012: 8 Gold Medals

2016: Predicted 2 Gold Medals

Remember London 2012 when we won almost everything on the
bikes. The likes of Bradley Wiggins and Sir Chris Hoy meant we
dominated both on the road and in the Velodrome. Unfortunately,
we are unlikely to recreate this in Rio and we are only expected to
win two Gold Medals, thanks to Lizzie Armitstead and Laura Trott.
What is unbelievable is that we are not expected to win a single
Gold Medal in the men’s events.

Equestrian

2012: 3 Gold Medals

2016: Predicted 2 Gold Medals

Last Olympics we did well across the Equestrian events, winning
Gold Medals in both individual and team events. Team GB are
expected to win two medals in Rio in individual events, with
Charlotte Dujardin and Scott Brash both expected to win.
However we are not expected a repeat of the last Olympics and
win any team events this time round.
Gymnastics

2012: 0 Gold Medals

2016: Predicted 1 Gold Medal

Team GB had a barren 2012 Olympics as far as Gold
Medals were concerned, although we saw a flash of the
future and what was to come. Now it seems the future
has arrived, with Max Whitlock expected to win Gold on
the Pommel-Horse. Is this the dawn of a new era of
British Gymnastics?
Rowing

2012: 4 Gold Medals

2016: Predicted 2 Gold Medals

The Gold Medal count does not do Team GB justice in the 2012
Olympics as they won 9 medals in total, more than twice the amount of
Gold Medals. Unfortunately like in cycling, this period of dominance
seems to have likely come to an end with just two Gold Medals
expected in Rio. This may be in part down to completely different
conditions from last year. In London 2012, the first Gold Medal came
in rowing and this kick started our most successful Olympics ever.
Could history repeat itself in Rio?
Sailing

2012: 1 Gold Medal

2016: Predicted 2 Gold Medals

It is safe to say that Sailing was the biggest let down in terms of
Team GB medals at London 2012, with British hero Ben Ainslie
winning the sole medal. We were expected to do a lot better than
just one medal but this time the expectations are slightly lower, even
if we are expected to win more medals than last time. Traditionally
a sport we are good at, maybe it is time for us to return to our
former glory.
Swimming

2012: 0 Gold Medals

2016: Predicted 2 Gold Medals

London 2012 was an extremely competitive year for swimming
in the Olympics. Dominated by Olympic greats like Michael
Phelps, it is very hard to win Gold. Unfortunately, Team GB
didn’t win any medals in the pool in London 2012, but the good
news is that we are tipped to win two in the pool this time, with
new, young Olympians flying the flag for British swimming.

Taekwondo

2012: 1 Gold Medal

2016: Predicted 1 Gold Medal

Last time round, Team GB did well at Taekwondo, previously
unchartered territory, and won a gold medal. We are expected to match
that tally this time, although it is a different athlete expected to win the
medal to complete Team GBs Gold Medal haul.

By Luke Cavanaugh 11C

Britain is back in space!
This year, Tim Peake became a NASA certified astronaut by heading 220 miles to the
international space station. This is the second time a Briton has been to space.
He started as a member of the cadet force before completing GCSEs at Chichester High
School. Afterwards, he graduated from the academy for officers of British Air Corps in 2005
giving him an amazing experience in aero flight and engineering. Also in 2005 he received
the best rotary wing pilot student, a highly prestigious award followed often by a life of
complicated and flying. For Tim, the job of an astronaut going to the international space
station wasn't expected.
Full name Timothy Peake
Date of birth 7th April 1972
Birthplace Chichester
Current age 43
Current occupation N.A.S.A astronaut
Previous occupation British air corps pilot
Family Information He has a wife and two sons
His work on the I.S.S The structure of the station
includes 3 labs made by the United States of America (NASA), countries of Europe and
Japan. These are called Destiny, Columbus and Kibo. Tim works on Columbus and has been
preparing his work space for his first space walk which has now been completed.
For the people who are interested, here is some basic information about Columbus:
Columbus: Like 2 other modules on the station, Columbus was built by the Italians but was
used and ordered for production by European nations and governments. The design of the
hull and the mechanics came from the designers at
Munich, Germany. It was then, after completion,
flown to the Kennedy space centre (KSC) in
Florida where it took a trip to space on the space
shuttle Atlantis on February 7th 2008 on a trip for
a predicted 10 years of service. Columbus is 7
meters in length and 4.5 meters in diameter which
allows a lot of computers for the research of
technology and microgravity

Jack Swires

The Vatican The most secretive place in the world ?
The Vatican has, for a long time, been the centre point of one of the largest religion in the world, Christianity.
Millions of people each year go there for pilgrimage or just to see the amazing architecture that is in the
country.These pilgrims and tourists walk around unaware of the fact that the Vatican is not as it seems. The
Vatican has a dark side.
Within the walls of the Vatican is a giant room which holds ancient
artefacts, letters from the Presidents to the Pope, transcripts of the
most famous court cases from Medeival times, including one of the
most famous scientists – Galileo - and the dark side of Christianity.
The room is "the Vatican archives" or in Latin Archivum Secretum
Apostolicum Vaticanum, the word Secretum means personal not
secret, which sends many people into a frenzy when they talk about
the archives.
These archives are renowned by conspiracy theorists, as they believe
it holds information "secrets" that could help support other theories
they have. For example, with regards to ancient aliens whom visited
this world in the time of Christ, they believe that Christ was
influenced by aliens, and the Vatican archives have the proof to
support their claims, but they say that the Vatican don't realise them
as it would denounce Christianity, and why would they? When they
get sent millions of pounds from followers each year.
Another theory people claim is that the Vatican archives hold Nazi
gold. As the pope during the time of Hitler's reign was on his side, and many believe that the pope let Hitler
store money in the Vatican, which they deny aggressively to this day. However it was also believed that the
Swits let Hitler do the same in their banks, and recently this was confirmed to be true, so a bank had to pay out a
billion euros. This only led suspicions back to the Vatican, but so far nothing was found. Also with regards to
the Nazi regime, it's believe that in these archives are
documents confirming the pope asking Himmler to search for
"The Holy Grail" which Himmler actually did as he sent men
across Europe trying to find it. But that is for another article.

Finally comes the point of those who see nothing wrong with
the archives and just say these claims are the subject of many
inconsiderate people who have a lot of free time and nothing
better to do. But if there was nothing wrong within those
archives, why don't they make them public? Why don't they invite people in to marvel at all the fine artefacts
they have and ancient books? This leads many people to suspect that they're hiding something.
Sa'ood Mulla - the stupid inconsiderate person with nothing better to do ;)

Movie of the Month
Warning: Spoiler Alerts

Star Wars
Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Having never watched any of the Star Wars Trilogy, I
didn't know what to expect, but it was BRILLIANT!!! So, what happened…
Luke Skywalker goes into hiding after Princess Leia and Han Solo’s son turns to the DARK
side. A long time has passed and the empire (under a different name) has struck back.
Without Luke, they are all doomed! A homeless girl and a turned-storm-trooper plan
to go on the impossible quest to find Luke Skywalker. Along the journey, they manage to
find the Millennium Falcon, then find Han Solo and Chewbacca (Coincidental? Definitely!)
They then infiltrate the empire’s Planet (like the Death Star) except it makes the Death Star
look tiny! Before infiltrating the “Death Star,” Ray finds out she is a Jedi! Whilst infiltrating
the Death Star, Ben (Han’s son) finds Han Solo and KILLS him!?
I would definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoyed the first few films!
By Ibrahim Ali

Segway Surprise!
Over the past few months, Swegways have been the main attraction to teens and children
until now. Swegways have been the best-selling product during late 2015. Also some people
have been buying cheap Swegways for about £100. But unfortunately they suffer the
consequences. Not long ago, Swegways around the globe have been literally blowing up.
Not only were Swegways damaged, but houses were affected too. Swegways have been so
dangerous that they have been banned from pavements in the UK and in New York!

This is the damage of the kitchen caused by the swegway.

This is a picture of the Swegway after the fire.

Not long ago a grandfather bought his grandchildren Swegways as a ‘perfect present’ but
evidently it blew up and set the whole house on fire. The damage in the kitchen on its own
cost over £25,000. This was caused by a cheap Swegway with bad batteries and parts.
My personal opinion is that cheap Swegways are dangerous because they have been causing
lots and lots of damage of a period of time.
By Shady Morgan

The Best and Worst Transfers of 2015/16
The Best of the Best

There have been a lot of brilliant deals over the course of this season. During the summer, Petr Cech moved to rival Arsenal for £10 million and has
shown why Chelsea should have kept the world class 33 year old after
breaking the league's all time clean sheet record this season. Kevin De
Bruyne returned to the premier league after winning player of the year in
Germany with Wolfsburg. The attacking midfielder made a £55 million
move to Manchester City but has shown his worth with some fantastic displays and has also been debatably the Sky Blues best player this season.
Two skilful right wingers also made very high profile moves. After an awful
season at Manchester United, Angel Di Maria made a £44 million move to
PSG where he has regained his form and is currently top of Ligue 1 in assists. Douglas Costa made the step up from Ukrainian side Shaktar to german giants Bayern Munich in a deal worth £21 million. The technical
winger has been a brilliant addition to Bayern's squad and has settled in well
which shows just how good the young Brazilian is.

Disaster deals

There were some disastrous deals too in this seasons transfer windows.
Radamel Falcao joined Chelsea on loan in hope of rectifying his awful form.
The Colombian has only made 9 appearances for the London club and failed
to show the ability he had for Atletico Madrid. Chelsea also signed the
young left back Baba Rahman from Augsburg for £21 million as a replacement for Filipe Luis and one for the future. He has only made 4 appearances
this season and has failed to show the kind of form he had in Germany.
However he has many years of football ahead of him. Memphis Depay was
hailed as the next Ronaldo but has had a speculative start in the premier
league. The Dutchman was Eredivisie top scorer last season but hasn't quite
made the same impact for the Red Devils. He has scored only two goals this
season but like Baba is only a young player so has his best years to come.
French wingers have a tendency to struggle when joining Newcastle Utd and
Florian Thauvin was no exception. He failed to score in 12 appearances and
has been loaned back to French club Marseille.

Beastly Bargains

Premier league leaders Leicester have made a some brilliant signings this
season. The Austrian Christian Fuchs signed for free from Gelsenkirchen
and is a rock at the back for the Foxes. He has kept 3 clean sheets in 17 appearances and often makes vital tackles. N'golo Kante is a plucky central
midfielder who also signed for Leicester from Caen for £5.5 million. His
height is no object with his quality passing and technical dribbling.The
French playmaker is brilliant in midfield similar to our next bargain. Dmitri
Payet signed for the Hammers for only £10 million and has been vital in
Slaven Bilic's successful campaign. He has scored 6 times this season with
his outstanding performance against Newcastle where he scored both goals
in a 2-0 win. Our final bargain is possibly the best. Charlie Austin cost
Southampton only £4 million, £8 million less than was expected. The English forward scored 18 goals in his first season in the prem for QPR and had
an overall record of just over a goal every 2 games for the championship
side. In his first game for The Saints he scored in the 87' minute against Man
Utd to win the game 1-0.
Connor Milton

CHINESE NEW YEAR
What is Chinese New Year?
Chinese New Year is a Chinese festival making the start of a new year.
It is usually marked by family
visits, special meals, fireworks and
giving and receiving gifts.

Each year is represented by one of 12
animals which are all in the Chinese
zodiac. This year is the year of the
monkey, the next time it will the year of
the monkey, will be in 2028. Next year
it will be the rooster.
(As illustrated in the picture in the
right is the Chinese zodiac.)

Lucky Signs for the Monkey
•
•
•
•

Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

alliums

numbers: 1, 7, 8
colours: white, gold, blue
flowers: chrysanthemum, alliums
directions: north, northwest, west

chrysanthemum

WHAT DOES YOUR CHINESE
ZODIAC MEAN?

Intelligent, adaptable,
quick-witted, charming, artistic, sociable.

Loyal, reliable, thorough, strong, reasonable, steady, determined.

Enthusiastic, courageous, ambitious,
leadership, confidence,
charismatic.

Trustworthy, emphatic, modest, diplomatic,
sincere, sociable,
caretakers.

Lucky, flexible, eccentric, imaginative,
artistic, spiritual,
charismatic.

Philosophical, organized, intelligent, intuitive, sensitive, calm.

Adaptable, loyal,
courageous, ambitious, intelligent,
adventurous, strong.

Tasteful, crafty, warm,
elegant, charming,
intuitive, sensitive,
calm.

Quick-witted, charming, lucky, adaptable,
bright, versatile, lively,
smart.

Honest, energetic,
intelligent, flamboyant,
flexible, diverse,
confident.

Loyal, sociable, courageous, diligent, steady,
lively, adaptable,
smart.

Honorable, philanthropic, determined,
optimistic, sincere,
sociable.

Written by Callum Wong 7f

How to contact us at The Bolt

Follow us on Twitter at: @bolton_thebolt
Like our Facebook page: The Bolt Magazine
Email the Editor at: b16140@boltonschool.org
Or
Miss Brearley at: ksb@boltonschool.org
All editions are availible on the school website
Come along to meetings at 1:30 in B35 on Wednesdays
Listen out for notices in assemblies and see our notice
board on B corridor

